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Message from Primary Wing Sister Incharge
DREAM ANEW…SKY IS THE LIMIT
“Dream is not that which you see while sleeping it is something that does not let you sleep.”
- A P J Abdul Kalam

Each day is an incredibly precious gift. Life is at our service. Come what may, let us dare to be
different and reach the stars. Dream! Dream! Dream! Start to dream! The dream is your ultimate
right and a precious gift given to you by God the Almighty. There is a trace of God in each one of us that believes
in a world of possibility. There is an inbuilt immense potential in us to create a world that is unique in itself.
When we have everything by our side what blocks us from moving forward is our fear of daring to be different.
When young children wonder at the world and question everything that they see around, most often the adults
become a stumbling block in their curiosity to explore the world and which in turn stops them from exploring
their inner world of dreams and passion in the long run. To give expression to the life they have imagined,
children need to be encouraged and guided to dream. Dreams shape our choices and they are our way forward.
In a world, which is grappling with a culture of competition, darkness and indifference, children need to be
motivated to create their world of enormous possibilities. Dreamers are the need of the hour because it is dreams
that take us beyond our current circumstances. All progress has come from risk-takers, men, and women who
were willing to take risks that scared them. For people with dreams, sky is the limit.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the editorial team for their untiring work, creativity and commitment in
bringing out this first edition of Synergy-primary wing.
Sr. Jayasri

From the Editor’s desk
SYNERGY- Let your Dreams be your Wings
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” -Eleanor Roosevelt

It gives us immense pleasure to release the tenth edition of the Primary school e-newsletter
Synergy for the year 2021-22. The magazine is an enhanced version that explores the insights
of today's students and presents us with a piece of their dynamic and intriguing minds. The
theme for this edition is ‘Let your dreams be your wings’. This magazine serves as a
launchpad to the children’s creative urges to blossom naturally.
As the editor of this year, I would like to encourage the students to do exactly as Eleanor
Roosevelt has mentioned in her words. To achieve anything, be sure of what you want to
accomplish in life. Believe that you possess the skills to accomplish your goals. Be passionate
about your dreams and you are likely to set powerful goals and be committed to them.
The newsletter aims to discover and recognize the hidden talents of our students, encouraging
them to give wings to their dreams and let their beautiful thoughts flood the pages.
I would like to thank and appreciate the effort of each student whose creativity has made this
magazine come alive.
Ms. Prerna P. Dayal
(Editor & Designer)

RABIA WARIS I-A

PRADANYA JAIN I-A

MAHIMA SINGH I-A

Jesmin Nahar I-B

Somya Tayal I-B

Shanvi Bharadwaj I-B

My dream is to go to the
moon.
I want to swing on the
moon, talk to the moon,
and give a beautiful rose to
the moon.
I want to go to the moon
very very much.
Noor Maheen I-C
Aeshna Jain I-C

Samriddhi Kashyap I-C

Prasha Sharma I-D
Feriha Alvi I-D
I dream of a fairy land where
everyone is a fairy, all animals
and unicorns would talk to me.
In my land, it will snow in July
and we all will fly. We
will make each other happy
and live happily.

Nikita Srivastav I-D

I love my dreams as they are,
They are on my pillow side.
Whenever I sleep, they knock,
The door of my sleepy eyes.
Sometimes
beautiful,
sometimes
scary!
They always take me to the land of
fairy,
I just don’t want the dreams to be
only mine,
But also for those children,
Who are living at the roadside.
I dream to make them happy and gay
With gifts of love and a surprise day.
LIBA II-A

MANTASHA II-A

Life is a beautiful gift given by God.
I wish I could be a person, that I
want to be.
Some of my friends want to become
a teacher, engineer and an IAS
officer but my wish is to
become a kind and a good person
first.
That is actually my dream in life.
SHRAVYA AGARWAL II-A

My dream in life is to
become a teacher.
Teaching is a noble
profession. It can change
the society. I would love
to teach the children. My
favourite subject is
Maths. I would love to
teach Maths. My
inspiration is my Maths
teacher. This is my dream
and I will become a great
teacher one day.
DEVYANI
MEHRA II-B

ARADHYA
JAIN II-B

DAISY TAYAL
II-B

Everyone has a dream in life.
My dream is to become a good
teacher. To make my dream
come true, I will have to work
very hard to achieve this goal.
Teacher’s play a very important
role in everyone’s life. They give
us knowledge, believe in us and
help us achieve our goals. When
I become a teacher, I wish to
teach the poor children and
bring happiness in their lives.
DIVYA SAXENA II-C

My dream in life is to
become an artist. I want to
become an artist because I
love to draw new things.
AANIA NABEEL II-C

My dream in life is to become a
teacher. When I grow up I will
teach students about useful
things. A teacher is very kind and
an expert at everything.
I want to see the mountains, sky,
space and the universe in reality
and want to make my house a
universe. I want to see the solar
system too.

ARNIKA SINGH II-D

HIMAKSHI SINGH II-D

Everyone has a dream in life. I
have a dream to become a news
reporter in future as they bring
information to the whole world.
When I will become a reporter, I
will become very famous. I will
provide valuable information to
the people from all over the
world.
KAVYA PANCHAL II-D

A LITTLE GIRL BIG DREAM
My mother tells me, dreams are not what you
see in sleep, dreams are something you will
work hard and sleep less for!
The biggest dream of my life is to become a
doctor, help people and make this world Covid
free. It is not easy, but I will work hard for it
and achieve it with the help of my teachers.
I also dream of my country to have big
hospitals to help people fight Covid and other
diseases. I also dream to make my city the
healthiest and the cleanest city in the world.
My parents and my teachers always motivate
me and I know, one day I will achieve my
dreams.
Vihana Bindra III-A

A LITTLE GIRL BIG
DREAM
I am a little girl
naughty and shy.
I always wonder
How can birds fly?
I follow them and
want to fly.
I have a dream
To choose the right stream.
Then I want to
become a pilot.
And set to go up high.
I need to speed up now.
Because I need to touch
the sky.
Priyal Jain III-A

LITTLE GIRL BIG DREAM
My life’s ambition is to become a
doctor. I wish to become a surgeon.
The doctors are the life-savers. When I
will achieve my dream, I will serve the
needy by providing them free
treatment. I will work for the
betterment of my country. I will help
people everywhere and at any time.
Doctors are the much-respected people
in our society as they work tirelessly.
My motto will be “Service before self.”
Niyati Aggarwal

LITTLE GIRL BIG DREAM
Although I am a little girl,
but I have big dreams,
I want to make my India
healthy and clean,
You and I both are responsible
to save Mother Earth and keep it green,
So, leave selfishness
intention of mean,
Let's come together to
create a happy scene.

III-B
Keren III-B

LITTLE GIRL BIG DREAM
Dreams are beautiful. Dreams are inspiring. They
give you strength to lead a focussed life. I am a
little girl of class III, though big enough to identify
my dreams. My biggest dream is to travel to the
mysterious universe. This dream can be fulfilled, if
I become an astronaut. I have been growing up
listening to many fictional stories about the moon.
I have a great fascination towards this milky ball
holding a rabbit. I wish to step on the surface of
the moon holding my country's flag. I want to
explore other planets, stars and galaxies too. I
want to know more about the biggest planet JUPITER having 79 moons of its own and the
smallest one, that is MERCURY. Perhaps, I may
find a new planet during my journey as an
astronaut. If this happens then this little girl will
become the biggest girl of this world. I understand,
this is not easy to mould my dream into reality, but
what I surely know is - HARD WORK IS THE
KEY TO SUCCESS.
Hajra Syed III-B

NAVYA PARMAR III- C

INAYA UZAIR III-c

YANIYA GUPTA III-C

AADHYA III-D

LITTLE GIRL BIG
DREAM
I am a little girl,
But big is my dream,
I want to give it whirl,
With a louder scream.

Either spreading my feathers,
With different birds together,
Or, sometimes I wish,
I would swim like a fish,
Deep in the water,
Or high in the sky
- Aarohi
III- D

AAROHI III-D
LAVANYA SHARMA III-D

MY DREAM FOR MY STUDENTS
A teacher is the second parent of the students. As a teacher I always dream that my
students will achieve success in their lives. Wherever they go, whatever profession
they choose, they must bring laurels to their families. Being a part of the
Presentation family and following the vision shown by our Founder Venerable Nano
Nagle, I expect that all our students will become responsible citizens of the country.
Students have learnt the ‘Art of Living’ through values and traditions imparted by
the institution. They will always step forward keeping their school motto in mind‘Virtue and labour’ and are sure to achieve what they aspire for.
It is a very gratifying experience spending time with my students while teaching,
guiding and motivating them. I dream that all our students will touch the pinnacle of
success.
Ms. Neena Gupta
(Sub-Editor)

MY DREAM FOR A BETTER FUTURE
For a better future, a place of my dreams where
there is peace, harmony and justice. My dream
place will have no discrimination between different
religions and castes. Every citizen will have the
right to live a free life…a life free from violence and
hunger. I want to see my country pollution free.
Every child should get education for a better
tomorrow. This is my dream for a better future. I
am fortunate to get education in one of the best
schools of Delhi and I will work hard to achieve it.
‘Live your Values
Pursue your Dreams
Follow your Passion.’
Preksha Jain IV-A

MY DREAM FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Everyone has a dream in life which he/she wants to
achieve when they grow up. For turning a dream into
reality, the first step that we need to take is to be
DETERMINED. It helps us to be confident and helps us
to plan the journey ahead. The second step is SELF
MOTIVATION. Remind yourself about your dreams
again and again. Keep encouraging yourself by saying, “I
CAN DO IT….I WILL ACHIEVE MY DREAMS”.
Friends, if you really want to achieve your dream, you
need to follow the third step strictly. You need to put in
lots of HARDWORK to turn your dream into reality. So
start working hard from today. It is rightly said, ‘The
distance between your dreams and reality is your
actions.’ So keep trying till you succeed.
Jeevika Tomar IV-A

MY DREAM FOR A
BETTER FUTURE

A dream of a person gives new directions,
He can give wings to his dreams by
new perceptions.
If you have a dream in your life for
a better future,
You need to work hard and connect
with Mother Nature.
As Nature gives us everything
Without taking anything in return,
Same way I want to be a person,
To spread love for Mother Nature.
My dream would come true,
When all will do their duty.
Make our planet a better place,
And enjoy its beauty.
ANUSHRUTI TOMAR IV-B

My dream for a better future
Everybody has a dream to become
someone special and do some special
work in their life. I too have a dream for
my future. I want to become a teacher. I
chose this profession because it’s the
noblest work which shapes the future of
the country. My teachers are like my
second parents. They mould the students
into good human beings and responsible
citizens of the country. By becoming a
teacher, I also want to educate my
country people and discover new ideas,
new methods of teaching and sharing
knowledge. I wish that my dream comes
true.
RIDA AMIL IV-C

My dream for a better future
Nandini Yadav IV-c

TANISHKA IV-D

Everyone has a dream to choose a good
profession in life and become a famous
person. My dream is to become a
doctor. During the Corona pandemic,
our doctors have really worked day and
night to save people’s lives. They are
the real heroes today. They bring a light
of hope in the darkness. They are
highly respected people in society. They
work tirelessly to serve humanity. They
inspire me a lot and I also want to serve
my country and help the needy like
them. I want to open a hospital which
will be free for the needy people.
- HARSHITA IV-D

MY DREAM FOR A BETTER FUTURE

UNNATTI IV-D

All of us love to dream from childhood. I also have a
dream to become a good and famous dancer and open a
Dance Academy where I want to teach dance to children
like me who have keen interest in this field. I am inspired
by my dance teacher. Whenever I see her dancing, my
dream of becoming like her becomes stronger. To fulfil
my dream and make my future bright and successful, I
have already started working hard. I practice daily and
participate in various dance competitions and activities.
I am thankful to my parents and teachers for their
support. One day, my dream will come true, and I will
surely make them proud of me.
-DISHI GUPTA IV-D

IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, YOU CAN DO IT
‘All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.’
- Walt Disney
Walt Disney is the epitome of, ‘If you can dream it, you can achieve it.’ Taking
his very example, children and adults alike should have a vision for their lives as
we are the beings gifted by the cosmos. We possess the power to dream and the
potential to go beyond what seems impossible.
However, dreaming alone is not sufficient. Dreams must be accompanied by
hard work and a positive mentality. As one strides on the path, one will certainly
face hardships and their fair bits of troubles. So it is vital to remember not to be
deterred or feel dejected, as no one has ever transformed their vision into reality
without facing failures.
Paulo Coelho in The Alchemist puts it, “And, when you want something, the
entire universe conspires in helping you to achieve it.” I firmly believe, if you
envision your goals and keep your shoulder to the wheel, the entire cosmos will
help you to achieve it. So, what are you waiting for? Go ahead and pursue what
you thought was unachievable.
Ms. Midhu Maria Thomas
CLASS TEACHER (5-D)

INDIA OF MY DREAMS

My dreams are never ending,
They are not few,
So, stop wasting time anymore,
There is so much to do.

Do not sit behind with

Suhani-V-A

Folded hands anymore,
Brand new opportunities
Are knocking your door,

Get up, walk outside and
Start moving towards your goals,
Don't be scared even if your
Pocket is filled with holes.

Even if your dreams are never ending,
and ideas are few,
You do have the capability
To make them come true. Maimoona-V-A

TIYA DALAL
V-C

INDIA OF MY DREAMS
India of my dreams will be a place
where all will get employment and
there shall be no poverty, hunger or
sickness, where all the children will
get education and become successful
in life. India of my dreams will be a
land of peace, prosperity and
truthfulness. My dream country
would be one united nation,
irrespective of caste, creed and
religion where the nation comes
before everything else.
SHUBHIKA SHARMA-5B

INDIA OF MY DREAMS
India of my dream
Should be neat and clean.
For every Human being,
It should be a dream .
People should follow equality
And right to liberty.
No differences between religions
Hindu, Muslim, Christians.
Every Woman should be safe
Every child should be brave.
The air should be clear
Every disease should be cured.
It is India of my dream
This may come true it seems.

MEENAKSHI JAIN-5B

INDIA OF MY DREAMS
There will be peace and harmony in the
India of my dreams. It will be a country
with the highest standards of cleanliness.
India of my dreams will be a safe place
for women, who will walk with their
heads held high. It will be a country
where truth abides and there will be no
place for corruption. There will only be
happiness in the country of my dreams.
EVANGELINE SYNA DONALD
5C

INDIA OF MY DREAMS
India is our country and we are its
citizens. I dream that my country
will be clean and green. It will have
good schools and hospitals. But
sadly, this is a dream which is yet
to come true. I want to work hard
to achieve this dream and request
all my friends to do the same to
make this a reality.
RUMEZA
5C

LET YOUR DREAMS BE YOUR
WINGS

INDIA OF MY DREAMS
India is a very nice country, where
everything is very beautiful. I am proud to be
an Indian. In my dreams I think of a country
full of joy and peace. I love the beauty of our
country. It has a variety of cultures and each
of it is unique and beautiful. But still our
country needs to go a long way in the fields
of education, cleanliness and religious
tolerance. India will become truly the
country of my dreams when all will get
education, there is a high level of cleanliness,
and all the religions live together in
harmony. I long for that day.

The dreams that I dream,
Inside me they beam.
Collecting all of them
Like assembling feathers, an
attempt,
Once they are put together,
They form wings all together.
They give me a reason and
method to fly,
I’ll fly way past the horizon
beyond the sky.
Everyone watching from after,
My wings spread and I depart.
TANVI V-D

SANSKRITI V-D

MY DREAM FOR MY CHILD

My dream for my child! Sometimes I
stop and think for a while,
I know you are a blessed child for me,
A child like you is hard to find!
I am very lucky as you are mine,
From the garden of flowers, I found my
rose,
your smiling face is my daily dose!
I always teach you to be kind,
be truthful and you’ll always shine!
Life is tough as miles to go,
learn from your mistakes
as we all have to do!

I always wish success for you,
health, wealth and love for you!
Don’t get hurt from anyway,
as these days will soon fly away!
You are the stick of my old days,
and also my lantern of those scary
nights!
I don’t dream for you,
to become a doctor, an engineer or a
big officer,
but a good human being, who
understands the needy and poor!
YOU ARE MY SOUL,
YOU ARE MY LIFE!
YOU ARE THE REASON
OF MY PRIDE!
Nusrat M/O Liba (II-A)

My dream for my child

I love the following verse, “He shall feed His flock like a
Shepherd; He shall gather the Lambs with His arm, and carry
them in His bosom, and shall gently lead those that are with
young.”
What can give me more peace than thinking about God
gathering our young ones in His arms and carrying them close
to His heart? To be reunited in paradise. That’s my greatest
dream for my children.
So here is a thought; no matter how rich or famous our child
can be, it will be of no benefit if they don’t know how to
worship God.
How worthy is our children’s education if they do not know
their Lord?

We all probably know parents who are living their lives and
dreams through their children. Let's not impose our dreams on
our children, rather let’s encourage them to follow dreams of
their own.
Parent of Habiba Siddiqui (III-B)

My Dream for My Child
My Dream for My Child

As a parent I dream that my daughter should
think as an individual. I wish that she develops
as a responsible global citizen who takes care
of her immediate society, as well as the larger
ecology and cosmos. On her personal front, I
want to inspire her to follow all her scholastic
and extra-scholastic dreams and activities that
she enjoys the most and gets an intrinsic
satisfaction. In the academic field, I wish her
not to run after the grades and marks. She
should rather develop a conceptual and
practical understanding and also develop
adaptable life-skills.

My dream for my children is that they
experience true happiness in their lives as
they grow up with their talents. They will
get a good education and live happy and
successful lives. I want them to pursue their
dreams with happiness. I dream that my
children shouldn’t face the financial
struggles that I went through in my life.
Last but not the least ‘A child's future is
worth every sacrifice.’ My children are my
life, my treasure and my happiness. I dream
of health, wealth and happiness for them
because they deserve it.

Dr. Ari Sudan Tiwari
Father of Adwika Tiwari (I-C)

Dr. Shabeena
Mother of Noor Maheen (I-C)

Nurturing the Dreams of My Child

Nurturing the dreams of my child
Dreams are the foundation stones of the
future. Everybody has a dream, so does my
child. Her dream keeps changing with time,
as everything is new to her at such a tender
age. So with these ever changing dreams, I
as a mother keep listening and encourage
her with a motive to steer my child in the
direction of being her best and give her the
best in anything and everything she does. I
just wish to stand by her to give strength, to
realize those dreams and encourage her to
work even harder in adverse conditions to
achieve those dreams.
Ms. Megha Yadav
M/O ALEINA (I-B)

She is my pride,
Her love is my care,
And her dreams are my strength!

From carrying her for nine months to carrying
her dreams in my eyes, she has always been the
centre of my beautiful life. It’s been a blessing
for me to join her in this roller-coaster ride of her
life’s infinite experiences. My hopes bloom
incredibly seeing her take pride in whatever she
does.
Nurturing a child’s pure soul and dreams is not
only the responsibility of a parent but also the
school and her teachers. They play an integral
role in building the child’s character. I feel
extremely proud that my child is a part of this
prestigious institution since the early years of her
life. I am assured that my child is surrounded by
brilliant and generous people as she is inspired
by them the most.
Ms. Pinky Singh
M/o Arnika Singh (II-D)

My Dream for My Child
My dream for my child is that she enjoys a healthy
and prosperous life. I want her to dream the
impossible and never be afraid to achieve it. I
dream for my child that may she inherit my
culture, my faith, my belief and always remember
to give back to the community. I dream that my
child values and respects others and develops the
ability to make lasting friendships and
relationships. My child should not be afraid of
taking risks in life and be strong to face the
failures because failure is what will make her
strong and resilient against her future endeavours.
I dream that my child should have a sense of
empathy, forgiveness and kindness towards people
and should always be ready to serve the
community in whatever possible means. Last but
not the least I dream that my child should always
be happy because life is all about achieving
happiness.Ms. Aprajita Madhukar
M/O Agamya Madhukar (II-C)

My dream for my daughter is that she
becomes an astronaut and serves her
nation. I dream that she etches her
name in the field of science and
becomes an eminent astronaut. I hope
she represents India in the world
forum, too.
I have already started planning and
devoting a good amount of time
teaching her about the duties of an
astronaut.
My daughter will be an example to
others and I have resolved that I will
never lose faith in my dream.
Mr. & Mrs. Ali
Parents of Sarah Ali (III-A)

NURTURING THE DREAMS OF MY CHILD
‘Dreams have the power to come true’
Every child is unique in his /her own way.
With the changing time, it is very
important to understand that every child
has the potential to fulfill his/her dreams.
As parents, it is our responsibility to
develop their passion. Earlier it was
believed that a person would be successful
only if he/she becomes a doctor or an
engineer. But now this notion is changing.
Students are becoming more aware and
active and so do their parents.
I will make sure that I support my child
and teach her the right values so that she is
able to learn to face all the challenges. I
will understand her abilities and interests
and guide her in the direction of her
dreams.
Mr. RAVI
{F/O JIYA (II-B)}

“Transcendence” is the perception of
every parent about their child. For me
it is more appreciable to be average
rather being above average. I never
dream for my daughter to be at the
notch of superiority. I want her to have
moral values, be generous and a
normal human being. We ought not to
super impose our dreams on our child.
A child is an individual, who has not
been sent into this world to fulfill the
dreams of his/her parents, but live
his/her own dreams.
Naushad Ali Rana
F/O Sana Fatima (III-C)

Nurturing the dream of my Child
The Holy Bible says:
“Train up the Child in the way he should go,
and when he is old, he will not depart from it”.
-Proverbs 22:6
I know there is no greater
investment than nurturing our
children for the future. It is my
greatest dream to nurture and
train mychildren in a way they
develop the best character,
discipline and values. I want
them to walk in faith with the
Lord and as they do so, I dream
that they become men and
women of substance.
As the Bible says in Proverbs 3:5-6
“Trust in the LORD with all your
heart, and lean not on your own
understanding;In all your ways
acknowledge Him,
And He shall direct your paths”.

In life, it’s best to seek the will
of God to nurture and train up
the child and live in
accordance with His plans. If
we do so, God will bless us in
everything. Wisdom,
knowledge and understanding,
all comes from the Almighty.
As the Bible says in Proverbs
1:7,
“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge,
But fools despise wisdom and instruction”.
I want my child to receive wisdom,
knowledge and understanding from
the Lord.
Every parent should show their
child the way to live in God. So
that when the child grows up,
he or she will not depart from
there.
Parent of Worshimshon (III-B)

HEALTH AND WELLNESS SESSION
"A Healthy outside starts from the inside."
The unprecedented pandemic of Covid-19 brought with it an abrupt lockdown affecting
schools and impacting all lives, leaving us to navigate through significant changes in
work and lifestyle. At Presentation Convent Sr. Sec. School, we were locked down but
not closed down. Activities of education and learning were still carried out, thanks to the
advancement in technology.

The pandemic has affected each one of us. In these difficult times it is very important to
be aware and cautious about one's physical and mental well being. In the wake of the
pandemic, the school organised a health and wellness session for the primary
students and their parents. A detailed explanation, through videos and ppt, was given to
the audience.
Ms. Mini Manoj
(Health In-Charge)

Primary School Solo Dance Competition
“Dance is fun, dance is a passion, dance is for everybody.”
The school organized the ‘Primary School Solo Dance Competition’. Every class was given a different theme to
prepare.
CLASS

THEME

I & II

Prop Dance / Fairy tale Dance

III

Seasons/Clown Dance/Zumba

IV

Dance based on Environment Themes

V

Colours of India (Any Folk Dance of
India)

Students performed with a lot of enthusiasm and zeal. A special thanks to the parents who supported them.
Ms. Vaishali John
(DANCE TEACHER)

SPORTS ACTIVITIES
The school organized an Online Fitness Challenge for the students of classes I to III
from 25.04.2021 to 28.04.2021. The fitness challenge was to perform maximum
number of exercises or unique set of exercises within a duration of 45 seconds.
Students from classes I to III actively participated in the same and showed amazing
and unique styles of physical activities by using equipment/props available at home.
An online Mass P.T. competition was organized to encourage and motivate students
to prioritize sports and physical activity in these trying times. The competition was
organized for the students of classes IV and V from 25th to 28th April 2021.

ONLINE SWARANG INTRA CLASS ART COMPETITION
Presentation Convent Sr. Sec. School, Delhi 6, organized its 1st Online SWARANG
INTRACLASS ART Competition on 21ST August,’21. Various topics were selected and
decided upon for different classes.
CLASS

TOPIC

I

A BEAUTIFUL GARDEN AROUND MY HOUSE.

II

COLOURFUL FISHES IN MY AQUARIUM

III

A BEAUTIFUL RAKHI FOR MY BROTHER

IV

A BEAUTIFUL AFTER THE RAIN SCENE

V

RAKSHA BANDHAN- A BEAUTIFUL BOND BETWEEN BROTHER AND SISTER

This competition was a wonderful opportunity for the students to showcase their skill and
creativity.
Congratulations to all the participants and the winners!
Ms. RUBY RAJAN TARA
(SWARANG IN-CHARGE)

“Mental health…is not a destination, but a process. It's about how you
drive, not where you're going.” - Noam Spencer
Mental health and well-being are essential aspects of school education wherein
the young minds are trained to develop their skills and potentials. Educationists
recognize the fact that students’ mental health can influence their learning as
well as achievements. Considering these aspects, the school carefully planned
Counselling and Guidance Programmes during the online academic session
2020-21, that aimed to flourish the educational journey, promoting skill
development and resilience against adversity. It resolved the concerns of not
just students, but parents as well. Guidance programmes were conducted
through MS Teams to facilitate academic development, improve children’s
emotional and social well-being during this challenging period of the pandemic.
The session’s feedbacks were collected. They gave a clear picture of how
useful the sessions were. As a special educator and a behaviour therapist, I
would like to encourage all the parents and the students to be an active
participant in these webinars as they will definitely help understand a lot of
situations better. Hope to see more of you in the future sessions.
Good luck !
God bless !
Ms. Avnita Joshi
(Spl. Educator/ Behaviour Therapist)

INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
Competitions play an important role in motivating students to perform
and excel and offer a lot more rewards than just the winning prize. It’s
like a stepping-stone to achieving greater things in life.
We, at PCS, cherish and encourage our students to explore their true
potential by awakening their passions and cultivating their talents.
The students of classes I-V have been participating in various Inter-school
competitions from July-December, where they not only proved their
mettle but also presented tough competition for the other participants.
Ms. Prerna P. Dayal
(The Synergy Team)

GIFTED TALENTS OF P.C.S

INAAYA SRIVASTAV I-A PARTICIPATED
IN SPECTRUM DAV PUBLIC
SCHOOL, PUSHPANJALI ENCLAVE,
PITAMPURA.

AANYA VASHISTHA IV-D
PARTICIPATED IN MATHS TANGRAM
SONG COMPETITION IN DELHI POLICE
PUBLIC SCHOOL

RAHMA ANSARI, I-C: PARTICIPATED
IN MONTFORT POETRY COMPETITION

JASVEEN KAUR I-B PARTICIPATED
IN MAXFEST'21

VERTIKA SHARMA IV-C PARTICIPATED IN
SPECTRUM DAV PUBLIC
SCHOOL, PUSHPANJALI ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA.

AANYA VASHISTHA IV-D PARTICIPATED IN
INTERNATIONAL RECIPE COMPETITION DAV
PUBLIC SCHOOL, PUSHPANJALI ENCLAVE.

GIFTED TALENTS OF P.C.S

LIBA II-A, IIIRD PRIZE IN MONTFORT
POETRY COMPETITION

HARSHITA CHAKRAVARTY V-C
SECOND PRIZE IN HINDI STORY
TELLING COMPETITION ST.
MICHEAL’S SCHOOL.

VERTIKA SHARMA IV-C PARTICIPATED IN
MONTFORT POETRY COMPETITION

HANSHITA GUPTA V-D
PARTICIPATED IN MATHS- SHAPE
A SCENE COMPETITION

IKNOOR KAUR SETHI V-C SECOND PRIZE
IN ENGLISH STORY TELLING COMPETITION
ST. MICHEAL’S SCHOOL.

RUQAYYA RAHMAN V-D
PARTICIPATED IN PPT MAKING
COMPETITION DELHI POLICE
PUBLIC SCHOOL

SARAH IQBAL V-D PARTICIPATED IN PPT
MAKING COMPETITION DELHI POLICE
PUBLIC SCHOOL AND ENGLISH POETRY
COMPETITION MONTFORT SCHOOL.

PCS APPLAUDS
International Silver Medal
Displaying the power of her will and skill, Anvi Jain, a student of Class IV-C,
participated in the International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO) conducted by
the Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF) in the session 2020-21 and won the
second position internationally. For her excellent performance in the Olympiad, she
has been awarded with International Silver Medal along with the Certificate of
Outstanding Performance and gifts worth Rs. 1000/-.
Anvi has proved that if one wants to achieve anything then dedication and passion
are the keys to success. Congratulations to Anvi for the achievement and best
wishes for her future endeavours.

“Through the ages not armies or nations have advanced the race, but
here and there, in the course of ages, an individual has stood up and cast
her shadow over the world.”- E.H. Chapin.
Almost three centuries ago Nano Nagle altered the course of Irish history
when she dared to take a step to educate the poor in the city of Cork. It was
the ‘Breaking of Morn’ in the land and paved the way for a New Ireland.
We owe a lot to her and to those women who followed her vision.
Our call today is to imagine a future full of Hope, to imagine life for all, to
imagine that we can come through these troubled times and create a new
future. We must read the new signs of the time and respond with God’s
empowering news- an unconditional love.
Christmas is the celebration of love, joy, peace and kindness. Christmas is a
time for giving and receiving. Nano Nagle, our mother Founder also
attended to the needy and poor. Following her footsteps let us make this
CHRISTMAS special and bring a smile on someone’s face.
This Christmas let the light of faith shine in our words and actions. May the
peace and joy heralded by the angels touch the hearts of each one of us. Let
us do what Ven. Nano Nagle said-, ‘Spend Yourselves for the Poor.’
Ms. HAZEL GUPTA
(Sub-editor)

editorial team
OUR EXPERIENCE WORKING FOR
PRIMARY SCHOOL SYNERGY
"If everyone is moving forward together then success takes care of itself." Henry Ford
It was a pleasure being a part of the Synergy team. We all had a chance to
explore a new version of ourselves. It was definitely a learning experience for the
core group. It is rightly said that with great powers come great responsibilities.
The journey was indeed challenging and sometimes it became tricky too! But
with the constant support and guidance of our teachers we could think out of
the box and pop up with innovative ideas.

This Synergy not only holds a place for the work and articles of students but
also for parents to convey their messages. We are fascinated by the hard
work and dedication of all those engaged in the making of Synergy. We learned
a lot being in the student editorial team and very glad that we did it. This
ingenious mission helped us broaden our minds in terms of creativity and
imagination.

From the Management and Staff of
Presentation Convent Sr. Sec. School, Delhi-06

Reach for the stars, spread your wings and fly.
You never know what you can do until you try.

